representation is also known as the state-spacelphase-Developing fast and efficient algorithms for retrieval of space representation of the time series. The theory of objects to a given user query is an area of active nonlinear dynamical analysis provides us a way to research. The present study investigates retrieval of time
reconstruct the multi-dimensional representation from the series objects from a phoneme database to a given user observed one-dimensional realization. Such a multipattern or query. The proposed method maps the one-dimensional representation also captures the rich dimensional time series retrieval into a sequence geometry and inherent nonlinear correlations not evident retrieval problem by partitioning the multi-dimensional in the one-dimensional representation. The report is phase-space using k-means clustering. The problem of organized as follows: In Sec 2, the mapping on the onewhole sequence as well as subsequence matching is dimensional time series onto a multi-dimensional phaseconsidered Robustness of the proposed technique is space is discussed. Subsequently, partitioning of the investigated on phoneme time series corrupted with vectors in the phase space into a binary sequence is additive white Gaussian noise. The shortcoming of discussed in Sec 3. Such an approach implicitly maps the classical power-spectral techniques for time series time series matching problem into a sequence matching retrieval is also discussed.
problem. In Sec 4, whole sequence and subsequence retrieval from a phoneme database to a given user query 1. Introduction is discussed. The effectiveness of the proposed technique Real-world physical and biological systems are inherently in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise nonlinear feedback systems that evolve with time.
(AWGN) is also investigated.
External recording from such a system results in data dicretized in time as well as amplitude also know as 2. Phase-Space Representation digital data. Such a digital data generated as function of Consider a dynamical system in a D-dimensional state time represents a time series. Time series analysis is quite space, RD. While the original state space may be high an involved topic accompanied by rigorous theoretical dimensional, in the case of dissipative dynamical systems, constructs [1]. However, there has been recent emphasis which is characteristic of most real world systems, the on developing generic techniques for approximate time dynamics settles down on a low dimensional attractor series and sequence matching from information retrieval with system evolution. This attractor exhibits rich perspective [2] [3] [4] [5] .
geometry. The magnitude is observed between the mth and the (m±l)th (d=1). Unlike (d = 2), (d = 1) fails to capture the eigen-value. This approach is popularly known as true geometry of the points.
Pisarenko 's harmonic decomposition [15, 16] [16] . These techniques the method of false-nearest neighbor's (FNN) [11] is used implicitly assume that the vectors in F are linearly to determine the minimal embedding dimension (d). The correlated, which is not true for nonlinearly correlated vectors that are close to each other in a lower dimension, data. Therefore, SVD of F, results in spurious eigenmay show significant separation as the dimension is values. increased. The fraction of the FNN decreases with the increase in the embedding dimension. The value at which To further illustrate the point that two data sets can have FNN is lowest (almost zero) is the minimal sufficient the same spectral signature but dif%erent geometry. This embedding dimension. A popular example where tow is illustrated by comparing the phase-space representation of the phoneme AA to those of its phase-randomized 3. Sequence representation surrogate (AA*) [18] . Symbolic sequence reconstruction generated from time la) Phoname AA (b) Pha~te-shdarmi2ed Su",gae (Aie)series have been found to capture the dynamics, hence the JSi,|,: l|t.w|F:bFk l:-; -ll^riffl,Nl 1|"temporal structure in the data [20] . Let binary partitioning of W into two cells, Fig. 4 . (Wiener-Khinchine theorem) [19] and the optimal non-trivial issue. In a previous work, we proposed the kparameters of a linearly correlated Gaussian noise are means clustering technique [23] as an alternate effective implicitly determined from the auto-correlation function method to partition the vector series in a d-dimensional (Yule-Walker equations) [19] . In a recent study [3] a state space with (d. 1), into a sequence with alphabet set subset of the spectral components were used to n(s) . 2. Each of the clusters is assigned a unique symbol successfully retrieve time series objects to a user query. and the number of clusters (symbols) forms the alphabet However, it is important to note that power-spectral set of the resulting sequence [23] . approaches may not be sufficient to completely the dynamics in the presence of non-Gaussianity and 4. Sequence retrieval nonlinearity. From Fig. 6 , it is clear that while the 4.1 Whole sequence retrieval spectral content of the phoneme data and its surrogate Let the user query and the m time series objects residing realization is similar their dynamics in the phase space are in the database be represented by q* and S * ..S * .... ,S* 1 2 m quite different. Thus it is possible that linear respectively. For whole sequence retrieval the length of transformation approaches might be inadequate in * explaining the dynamics inherent in phoneme sets. In our the query q is equal to the length of 5k Vi = 1.. m. The simulation results, Sec. 5, the database was populated corresponding sequence representations q and purposely with phase-randomized surrogates of the s*Vi = 1.. m are generated as follows:
phoneme data sets. This is done in order to establish the fact the proposed technique is sensitive to the geometry, hence can be superior to power-spectral estimation techniques. It is important to note that only the query needs to be clustered and not the objects residing in the database.
Similar to the case of whole sequence matching, using Since k-means partitioning is sensitive to the initial centroid z( Sk ) to cluster the query q eliminates choice of the centroids [24], generating the sequence sensitivity of the k-means to the choice of the centroids. It representation Sk from the centroids z(q ) eliminates this is important to note that the clustering and embedding problem. The above procedure maps the query and the parameters of the objects s*Vk =I ... m have to be k objects into sequences. In order to retrieve objects determined only once. The embedding dimension (d), matching the given query, we use the hamming distance . . objects. The mean hamming distance across the 34 was used for subsequence matching, Sec 5. phoneme objects in the database for the queries AA
Results
(401:501) and AE (401:501) as function of the noise 5.Results levelf = (0, 0.05, 0.10) is shown in Figs. 5(a, b, c) and
The whole sequence and subsequence retrieval were 5(d, e, f) respectively. The results obtained on the phasetested on a database of phoneme data sets in au format, randomized surrogates of the 34 phoneme data which encoded by 8-bit cy-law quantizer. These data sets are share the same power-spectra failed to retrieve the available publicly andwcan be obtainedfromthe following matches as expected. Thus the proposed technique is hyperlinks: http.s www.cibiblio.eorg/sounds/phonemes (or) powerful in discerning data sets of similar correlation http://www.speech. cs. cmu. edu/comp.speech/Section]/spe properties but dif%erent geometry. . Binary partition of phase space across circles) across 50 independent realizations across the 34 phoneme objects for query AA each of these data sets were generated as discussed in (401:501) as function of the noise level f = (0, (Sec. 4.2) . Subsequently, these centroids were stored in a 0.05, 0.10) is shown in (a, b and c) respectively. codebook and used to generate the corresponding binary A similar analysis for query AE (401:501) is sequence representation of the given query. Unlike whole shown in (d, e and f) respectively. A minimum sequence retrieval, the length of the query is significantly valueisobta dfor the matching objects (dark shorter than the objects in the database in the case of vaclueis) obtainedsubsequence retrieval. A naive approach would be to use a sliding window approach and choose the window(s) 5.1 Whole sequence retrieval that have hamming distance below a certain threshold (0).
For whole sequence retrieval we considered the 34
In the present study, we use the approximate sequence phoneme objects and fixed their length and those of the matching algorithm [26, 27] agrep (http://www.tgries.de/ query to 100, i.e. from (401:500). The embedding ... agrep!) for subsequence retrieval. The penalty (k) parameters were fixed as (d =4, a= 1) Fig.2, for 
